This paper focuses on emergent signs of evolutionary change in human thinking that run parallel with many of the exponential changes manifesting in the external world. Weak signals are identified from the early twentieth century indicating the emergence of new knowledge patterns. These signals have strengthened in the last forty years. The paper first identifies new ways of thinking within several disciplines such as science, philosophy, religion and education. New knowledge patterns are then identified in discourses that traverse disciplinary boundaries through transdisciplinary approaches such as futures studies and planetary/global studies. The paper then discusses evolution of consciousness, identifying research that theorises new ways of thinking as being related to individual psychological development and/or socio-cultural evolution. Finally, evolutionary concepts are discussed that attempt to meta-cohere the new knowledge patterns via the terms postformal, integral and planetary. Notably, academic research on "futures of thinking", "evolution of consciousness" and/or "global mindset change" has been, until now, largely ignored by mainstream academic discourse on evolution, consciousness and futures studies.
(including complexity science, ecology, education, futures studies, integral studies, philosophy, psychology, spirituality studies and systems theory) claim that the fragmented, mechanistic and materialistic ways of thinking of the last century are no longer sustainable. As Einstein 2 put it a century ago, "the significant problems we have cannot be solved at the same level of thinking with which we created them."
Significant early 21 st century catalysts have included major global economic upheaval coupled with the dawning realisation of the potential threats to the habitability of the earth's ecosphere posed by severe climatic stress. While the different disciplines push for what is needed from their own perspectives, very few have the breadth of vision to encompass the wide-ranging sweep of deep change that is required. Systems scientist and integral theorist, Ervin Laszlo claims: "the evolution of consciousness … has become a pre-condition of our collective survival" [3, p. 77] . This paper will explore some of the research on the evolution of consciousness pointing to the gradual emergence over the last century of a significant "global mindset change."
Yet, perhaps even apparently far-sighted transdisciplinary fields such as futures studies are for the most part looking too close to the ground (pragmatic futures) and/or are too short-term focused (strategic futures). As the complexity and multidimensionality of planetary challenges increases futures studies needs to be increasingly oriented to the big picture of epistemological, paradigmatic and global futures. While the potential benefits of an integral futures approach has been posited, some interpretations of integral futures are ideologically narrow and thus not able to rise to the level of meta-integration that is required [4] [5] [6] [7] . The complexity of outer trends and global events requires complex, higher order ways of thinking, understanding and action and collaboration among proponents of meta-theoretical approaches.
While numerous scholars from the academic field of futures studies have contributed significantly to the theoretical development and dissemination of futures thinking in the last few decades, it is imperative that the field continues to be in active dialogue with developments in other discourses. The growing awareness of the planetary scale of both the economic and ecological crises of the early 21 st century has not just catalysed futurists. Many thinkers in diverse fields have begun to rapidly intuit the need for long-term futures perspectives. Perhaps some of their approaches may be considered naïve from the perspective of academic or professional futures. However, it is encouraging that so many academics, professionals and activists have begun to take serious account of the relevance of foresight (for example, in mitigation of worst-case climate change scenarios). Many researchers are now working within and across disciplinary boundaries to identify and encourage new ways of thinking and new knowledge patterns that will lead to the kind of complex understanding and meta-coherence that is needed in this increasingly complex world.
Throughout the 20 th century, significant developments can be mapped in most, if not all, of the major academic disciplines; and secondly, in relation to the transcending of disciplinary specialisation, via inter-, multi-, and trans-disciplinary approaches. It is proposed here that these developments are enactments of new ways of thinking and new knowledge patterns, respectively. At a higher order theoretical level, these developments are explicitly theorized under the notion of the evolution of consciousness, which can be meta-cohered using the terms postformal, integral and planetary [8] . This kind of meta-coherence can lend support to the notion that the human species is undergoing a new evolutionary leap, of a more complex order than previous developments in that-arguably for the first time in history-we are becoming conscious of our own evolution and responsible for co-creating it. This has very significant implications for scientific and other academic research, for our abilities to have long-range vision and for our abilities to comprehend and work with the complexity and interdependency that our current challenges as a species demand.
A major challenge in cohering and theorizing the new knowledge patterns is the diversity of conceptualization between the different disciplines. For example, although research from adult developmental psychology makes scientific claims to have firmly established four stages of development beyond Piaget's formal operations [9] there are postmodern philosophers, complexity scientists and/or systems theorists-among otherswho are evidently enacting higher developmental reasoning yet do not conceptualize it as such. As a resolution to this challenge I propose a theoretical bifurcation between contemporary research that enacts new stages of consciousness without necessarily conceptualizing it as such 3 and research that explicitly theorises new stage/s of consciousness development-either individual or socio-cultural.
Section 2 presents a global scan of a selection of disciplines that have enacted major developments in their dominant mode of thinking during the 20 th century. Section 3 introduces major developments in transdisciplinary fields that have enacted new knowledge patterns. Section 4 explores those areas of academic research, which explicitly theorise new modes of thinking or knowledge creation. Section 5 identifies key transversal conceptspostformal, integral and planetary-that when taken together can provide additional metacoherence to an understanding of megatrends of the mind.
Megatrends Cluster 1: Identifying New Thinking-Disciplinary Developments
A broad-based global scan of the epistemological developments both within and across disciplines provides considerable evidence that leading thinkers have begun to enact new ways of thinking to such a degree that most major academic disciplines have undergone a major paradigm shift throughout the 20 th century.
Transitions within Science: Shifting Foundations
The modernist, formal, scientific worldview, based on Cartesian dualism and classical physics-with its static notions of a mechanical, "building block" universe of atoms-is gradually being replaced by postmodern, postformal worldviews. Within science itself, classical physics based on Newtonian mechanics has given way to new physics theories arising from Einstein's theory of relativity and the discoveries of quantum physics [10, 11] . This shift in the paradigmatic foundations of physics has significant implications for the concept of time and thus for futures thinking (as discussed below). In parallel there has been a shift in scientific fundamentals from a dominant emphasis on physics to new biological discourses. This paradigmatic shift has arisen from developments in general systems theory, chaos theory and complexity sciences. The epistemological shift from physics to biology mirrors the difference between the objects of study-the domain of the physical to the domain of life [12] . Following the shift from classical to quantum physics there has been a transition from classical biology, including Darwin's theories of evolution to the new biology-based theories of self-organisation and emergence [13] [14] [15] [16] . The more fluid, life-oriented worldviews arising from this biological turn emphasise life as being "a complex adaptive system" [17] , "self-organising" [18, 19] , and "emergent" [14] . Furthermore, at the meeting point of science and philosophy, the philosophy of science discourse traces the eclipsing of correspondence theories of knowledge, such as empiricism, by coherence theories based on social constructivism [20] .
Transitions within Philosophy: Shifting Ideas
A similar transition can also be observed in Western philosophical thought throughout the 20 th century from modernism to postmodernism and poststructuralism. The singular notion of "philosophy"-implying British analytic philosophy, linked to logical positivism-has been increasingly accompanied by a greater "philosophical pluralism" [21] . Though more marginalised than the shifts from classical physics and biology to the new sciences, a philosophical turn from static mechanistic metaphors to organic, living, process metaphors of thinking was also emerging in philosophical thought in Einstein's time [22] [23] [24] . Henri Bergson's élan vital, Alfred North Whitehead's process philosophy and Husserl's lifeworld were all inspired by these shifts. Early 20 th century philosophers, such as Rudolf Steiner, William James and John Dewey, attempted to integrate these emerging organic, natural, biological understandings with the scientific discourses of their day. Interestingly, such ideas were already appearing a century prior, in the leading edge thinking of Goethe's "delicate empiricism" and Schelling's "nature philosophy." According to Steiner, Schelling "…was inspired by the feeling that the ideas that appear in his imagination are also the creative forces of nature's process" [25] . Philosophical approaches that point to constructive or reconstructive postmodernisms tend to draw on the organic, process philosophies of Bergson and Whitehead [26] . Recent attempts have been undertaken to find conceptual bridges between what has been called the "cosmological and poststructuralist postmodernisms" [27, 28] .
Yet early 20 th century philosophy concerned itself more with the history of ideas than with the evolution of ideas or the futures of ideas. This paralleled the turn away from the speculative and metaphysical orientation of idealism towards increasingly materialistic philosophic forms, such as late pragmatism 4 in North American philosophy [29, 30] and early postmodernism in Europe, prior to the spiritual turn in continental philosophy [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
More recent philosophical developments include: comparative philosophy, critical social theory, eco-philosophy, hermeneutics, integral theory, postmodernism and poststructuralism. This has catalysed a renewed awareness of context and historicity, supporting the emergence of macrohistory [36] , 'big history' (See Patomaki and Steger) time studies [37] and futures studies 5 [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] .
Transitions within Religion: Shifting Values
The majority of spiritually based discourses within the academic context still arise from traditional religious sources, many of which are theistic, and/or monotheistic, such as the Abrahamic religions: Christianity, Judaism and Islam. A critique of fundamentalist versions of these is that many have pre-modern, dogmatic or sectarian notions of spiritual development, not having fully integrated the contributions of the modern human sciences or the pluralism of postmodernity. However, over the last decade we can observe the emergence of new rational discourses on spirituality 6 not limited by religious doctrinesperhaps as a counter-balance to the increasing fundamentalism in some quarters.
New forms of postmodern spirituality and religion are also being proposed [46] [47] [48] . In recent Australian research, Gary Bouma has identified a fundamental shift since the mid1970s, in regard to religious authority, from the dominance of reason to the dominance of experience and emotion-perhaps indicating a postformalising of religion. He claims this has superseded the "Protestant shift" from tradition to reason [49] . In addition, recent American research on 'wisdom' from developmental psychology [50] [51] [52] and education [53] [54] [55] points toward the potential integration of postformal notions of cognition with love, reverence and inner development.
In parallel with these developments within religious discourse, there has been increasing tension in the public domain between the secularism of modernity and fundamentalist religious approaches. On the other hand there has been what is referred to as a "religious turn in continental philosophy" [33, 34] and a growing dialogue between science and spirituality. Of relevance to futures researchers is that religion and spirituality are no longer "off limit" for academic or scientific study.
Transitions in Education: Shifting Pedagogies
The last few decades have also born witness to the beginnings of a transition from formal, factory-model school and university education to a plurality of postformal pedagogies. We are experiencing what I call a third wave of impulses to evolve education since the beginning of the 20th century. The first and second waves have been discussed elsewhere [56] . I refer broadly to these third wave approaches to evolving education as "postformal pedagogies." Most have emerged over the last decade. I have identified over a dozen emerging pedagogical approaches that reflect new ways of thinking, which facilitate the evolution of consciousness (For references to the literature in relation to these approaches see [57] . These include:
• Aesthetic and artistic education; Lest this list give the appearance that education globally in the 21 st century is alive and well, creative and innovative, it is worth noting that all of these are relatively small counterstreams to the dominant hegemonic factory model of schooling. The latter is still being progressively transplanted into "developing countries" by the World Bank's "Education for All" agenda. Further there is a neo-conservative backlash within the field of education that seeks to control curricula through the "audit culture" [58] . One of my interests is to foster dialogue between these postformal pedagogies to strengthen their awareness of each other and to increase knowledge transfer among them. Educational futures researchers need to take account of both futures in education and futures of education.
Megatrends Cluster 2: Identifying New Knowledge Patterns-Post-disciplinarity
In addition to the significant developments in particular disciplines, the 20 th century witnessed a shift beyond disciplinary specialisation with a proliferation of inter-, multi-and trans-disciplinary fields, thus broadening and deepening ways of conceptualizing knowledge. These include futures studies (expanding the temporal dimension) and global studies (expanding the spatial dimension).
Expanding Disciplinary Boundaries
Several epistemological approaches have emerged 7 in the second half of the 20 th century that seek to counterbalance the excesses of fragmentation, specialisation and reductionism in the dominant worldview. 8 These include transdisciplinarity, systems theory, aesthetics and others. Integrative fields such as integral studies that explicitly theorise the evolution of consciousness will be discussed in Section 5.
There has been a developing transition from disciplinary specialisation to multi-, inter-, transdisciplinary knowledge creation [59, 60] . The coining of the term transdisciplinarity in the late 1960s has been attributed to Jean Piaget, though others such as Edgar Morin and Erich Jantsch used it around the same time [61] . Knowledge-bridges are also created through specific approaches such as Wilber's "methodological pluralism" [47] ; Kincheloe's "bricolage" [62] ; and notions such as "boundary-spanning" [63] and "creative marginality" [64] .
At around the same time that transdiscipinarity was first being discussed in France, theoretical biologist, Ludvig von Bertalanffy, 9 initiated important developments in establishing a theoretical case that the methods of classical physics were not appropriate for studying biological life [12] . He developed the theory of open systems, claiming that traditional closed system models based on classical science were "in principle, inapplicable to the living organism… [and] that many characteristics of living systems which are paradoxical in view of the laws of physics are a consequence of this fact" (p. [39] [40] . Systems science is a significant theoretical basis of László's integral theory [15] and Hans Georg Graf's global futures approach [65] .
As part of the post-modern countering of scientism-the belief that science is the only legitimate epistemology-there has been a growing interest in knowledge creation and integration through the arts. Such aesthetic epistemologies include music, architecture, painting, literature, film, and new forms of movement. (See also Kagan, and Hampson, in this issue) Several other developments can be noted in the way that knowledge is constructed in order to be studied. For example, there has been a flourishing of post-disciplinary studies grounded in notions of social justice (such as cultural studies, indigenous studies, queer studies, women's studies/feminism); and other issues of critical importance (such as environmental studies, justice globalism, peace studies, media studies). In relation to the latter the implications of the information age, particularly the world wide web need to be particularly noted for their ubiquitous and controversial effects on other areas of knowledge creation [66] [67] [68] .
Expanding Time: The Emergence of Futures Studies
Another late 1960s development was the gradual transition from emphasis on the past to awareness of the value of foresight/futures thinking in many discourses, which provided a positive scientific and academic context for futures studies to expand its scope. In addition there has been a stretching of time periods that can be "legitimately" studied, e.g. macrohistory [36] and big history (see Patomaki and Steger in this issue).
The concept of linear time itself has undergone significant change since its tripartition into past, present and future by Parmenides (b. 540 BCE) [69] . Over the last two millennia the linear conception of time-which began as the more formal measurement of alreadyrecognized cosmic and natural temporal cycles-became rationally conceptualized as the chronological measurement of change. Since the Industrial Revolution linear, chronological time has further contracted by association with mechanical time and factory time.
However, the changes to the concepts of time have been even more dramatic in the last century since Einstein. In the early 20th century significant theoretical developments concerning the notion of time occurred in both the natural sciences and the social sciences. In physics, Einstein's theory of relativity displaced the Newtonian conception of objective time as an unchangeable, permanent 'place' upon which the movement or change of things can be measured in discrete, identical fragments [10, 70] . Synchronously, the new philosophical phenomenology of Husserl was positing a subjective time-the time of the soul-in contrast to external or objective time [71] . Theoretical attempts have been made to come to terms with these new perspectives on time [8, Appendix A, 37] .
Further scientific and technological developments in the last century have seen temporal partitioning become exaggerated by increasingly sophisticated scientific and digital means, from one extreme in radioactive half-life, to the other extreme in nanoseconds. Linear time has also become dominated by politico-economic metaphors, exemplified by such phrases as "time is money," "buying time." This mechanistic and economic colonization of time has increased exponentially in recent decades, contributing to the speed addiction of our present age-demonstrated in fast foods, internet, instant global text messaging, accelerated learning, and the three-quick-steps-to-spiritual-enlightenment culture. Just to cope there are drugs to keep up, such as speed and cocaine; and drugs to slow down, such as alcohol and tranquillizers.
However, in parallel with the accelerating freneticism and time panic of the 20th century alternative notions have been emerging, resulting in a trend towards diversity in conceptualizations of time. Notions of cyclical time are being reclaimed from non-western [72, 73] and feminist perspectives [74, 75] . Initially these two major time perspectiveslinear and cyclical-were set up in opposition to each other. However, increasingly, new discourses are emerging that provide a more complex, nuanced perspective. (See also [8, Appendix A])
Expanding Space: Global Imaginaries
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In a related way there has also been an emerging interrogation of some of the taken-forgranted assumptions of modernist notions of space. Postmodern and postcolonial reformulations of space focus primarily on the opening up of cultural and social space, and conceptual/noospheric space. The modernist worldview based on scientific materialism has colonized conceptual space with respect to our concepts of space-particularly outer space-by way of its physicalist metaphors drawn from classical physics. Relevant reframings from postformal, integral, and global/planetary perspectives could re-introduce other notions such as inner space to complement outer space, soul/spiritual space to complement physical space, and planetization to complement globalization. These other components of space have become marginalized by the one-sided emphasis of scientism.
In addition, the modernist worldview is closely linked with the geo-political unit of the nation-state. Yet there is a growing complexity and urgency of planetary issues from sociocultural, politico-economic and environmental perspectives-such as growing mental health problems, increasingly inequitable wealth distribution, climate change, mass extinction of species and water shortages. These require more than piece-meal, fragmented responses and demand a planetary reframing of human relationships with nature and the cosmos. This is also reflected in the relatively recent eclipsing of fields such as international studies (grounded in the concept of the nation-state) by the more comprehensive, inclusive and multi-polar field of global studies [76, 77] . It is also reflected in the increasing reference to global and planetary in relation to consciousness, culture and civilisation [17, 78, 79] (see also Gangadean, Klisanin, and Patomaki & Steger in this issue). This shift has recently been conceptualised as "the rise of the global imaginary" [76] and is reflected in futures research as an emphasis on planetary, world or global futures.
Megatrends Cluster 3: Identifying New Discourses that Theorise New Thinking
This research can be differentiated into two subcategories: that which theorises further stage(s) of individual psychological development (ontogeny) and that which theorises further stage(s) of socio-cultural evolution (phylogeny). Several theorists acknowledge and theorise the important interrelationships between both ontogeny and phylogeny [See 8].
One of the gaps I have discerned in the literature is that-in spite of rhetoric about integrality and inclusion-much of this research operates within disciplinary or tacit ideological boundaries without reference to the research undertaken in parallel disciplines or discipline clusters. Wilber's work is clearly an exception to this and this is one of his significant contributions to the contemporary literature providing it is not interpreted ideologically. Part of my endeavor here is to increase understanding of the relationship between individual psychological development and socio-cultural evolution as two faces of the one evolution of human consciousness.
Evolution of Consciousness
Swiss cultural philosopher Jean Gebser wrote extensively about the shifts occurring in many disciplines in the first half of the 20 th century, describing it as an indication of what he called a "mutation" to a new structure of consciousness. He referred to the previous structure of consciousness as mental-perspectival, and to the emerging structure of consciousness as integral-aperspectival [69] . Gebser's detailed examples of the features of the new consciousness-based on almost two decades of transdisciplinary researchprovide a significant "academic footnote" to the extensive research on the evolution of consciousness undertaken by Rudolf Steiner 11 and Sri Aurobindo some decades earlier [81] [82] [83] .
In turn, Steiner's and Sri Aurobindo's evolutionary research can be contextualised in the philosophical work of several German idealists and romantics, almost a century before Charles Darwin published his Origin of Species (1859). In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel and Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling extended Johann Gottfried von Herder's seminal ideas on the evolution of consciousness in many ways. In particular, Schelling's contribution foreshadowed current notions of conscious evolution [84] . More recently, several theorists have written on the evolution of consciousness, from a variety of disciplinary and postdisciplinary perspectives [16, 18, [85] [86] [87] [88] .
Adult Developmental Psychology
Since at least the 1970s there has been a significant strand of adult developmental psychology research that identifies several stages of postformal psychological development The adult developmental psychology discourse is primarily focused on individual development and is further discussed below under postformal.
Socio-cultural Macrohistory
Following on from the early 20 th century research of Steiner, Sri Aurobindo, Gebser and Teilhard de Chardin, 12 many other researchers from a range of disciplines have identified an emergent stage in socio-cultural evolution. It is often referred to as integral or planetary Integral and planetary approaches will be further distinguished below.
Megatrends Cluster 4: Identifying Transversal Discourses that Meta-Cohere
There are three major strands of discourse that attempt to meta-cohere the new ways of thinking and new knowledge patterns. From differing perspectives they theorise what they claim are entirely new developmental and/or evolutionary emergences. Researchers in the field of adult developmental psychology have identified several stages of postformal reasoning beyond Piaget's "formal operations." From science, philosophy and transpersonal psychology notions of integral and/or holistic thinking have been increasing in the literature as part of a movement beyond fragmentation, specialisation and reductionism. Environmental, eco-philosophical, postcolonial, multicultural and some geopolitical discourses point to an emerging planetary/global imaginary. 13 My theoretical contribution is to integrate the research on postformal reasoning, integral theory and planetary imaginaries within the broader movement of consciousness that I am theorizing here.
These three major strands of research-postformal, integral and planetary-each have a stronger emphasis in a particular area. The postformal psychology literature tends to focus on empirical and analytic articulation of higher stages of reasoning; the integral literature tends to emphasise the epistemological crisis and to promote integral thinking; the planetary consciousness literature tends to emphasise the urgency of transnational collaboration around our planetary crises: ecological, politico-economic and socio-cultural. My philosophical interest is in thinking these threads together as facets of the one emerging consciousness movement. They are three interrelated ways to meta-cohere the new thinking and new knowledge patterns. 
Postformal
Postformal is the most widely used psychological term to denote higher developmental stages beyond Piaget's formal operations. Adult developmental psychologists have been undertaking research into postformal thinking for several decades particularly in the USA. They identify numerous features of postformal reasoning-including complexity, contextualisation, creativity, dialectics, dialogue, holism, imagination, construct awareness, paradox, pluralism, reflexivity, spirituality, values and wisdom [51, 52, 90, 91] . Michael Commons et al. have identified up to four postformal stages of psychological development: systemic, meta-systemic, paradigmatic and cross-paradigmatic [9] . Educational researchers tend to use the hyphenated form of post-formal in relation to critical and postmodern approaches to education [92] . Educational researcher Joe Kincheloe referred to postformality as "the socio-cognitive expression of postmodernism" [93, p. 309] . My use of postformal is transdisciplinary and includes a macrohistorical futures perspective. Further research could be undertaken as to how futures studies might look if postformal reasoning was more fully integrated.
Integral
Integral is a widely used term by several different schools of thought, but it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss them all in detail. My interest here is to point to the interrelationships among significant integrative approaches that have been operating in relative isolation from each other. When brought into hermeneutic dialogue with each other, Steiner's integral spiritual science, Gebser's integral-aperspectival cultural phenomenology, and Wilber's integral-AQAL theoretical framework, demonstrate significant convergences in addition to their unique particularities. In using the term integral, I also foreground concepts of inclusivity, holism, pluralism and reverence. The approaches of Steiner, Gebser and Wilber can be further enriched by other integral theoretic narratives [15, 81] and transdisciplinary theories [60, 94] . This points towards the possibility of new liaisons between approaches that are: inclusive of the vastness of noospheric breadth (macro-integral); that provide rigorous theoretic means for cohering it (meso-integral); that attend to the concrete details required for applying the theories (microintegral); that encourage the participation of all aspects of the human being throughout this process (participatory-integral); and that are able to traverse and converse across multiple dimensions (transversal-integral) [4] . As discussed earlier an integral futures approach is being currently being developed [4] [5] [6] .
Planetary
The term planetary has been increasing in usage within the evolution of consciousness and futures discourses. The pluralism of its contemporary usage provides a counterbalance to the term, globalisation-which has often been limited to politico-economic discourse and processes. Many researchers who use planetary have been inspired by Teilhard de Chardin's notion of the planetization of mankind [95] . The term, planetary-which primarily denotes an anthropo-socio-cultural and ecological framing-is gaining increasing currency as a term to characterize important features of the new consciousness, particularly for those theorists who have a critical sensibility in the light of our complex current planetary situation. In addition to its popular use by environmental activists it is used in academic contexts by a range of philosophers, scientists, educators and sociologists. This critical use of planetary has been emphasised in the philosophical writings of Morin who refers to the present times as the Planetary Era, which he claims began around five hundred years ago [94, 96] . (See also Hampson's eco-logical futures in this issue) The notion of planetary futures is relatively undeveloped as yet in the literature.
Are "Megatrends of the Mind" impacting on Futures Thinking?
Futures studies is an emerging academic and professional field that has been developing for over forty years. Prior to its emergence in the late 1960s significant changes already underway in science and philosophy-since at least the turn of the 20 th century. Although classical science had been rocked to its foundations by Einstein's relativity theory, quantum physics and open systems theory, and analytical philosophy had been unsettled by process philosophy, futures studies began its life as a positivist empirical discipline. Over the last four decades the edges of the empiricist futures tradition have been encroached upon by critical theory, postcolonial theory, systems and complexity sciences, transdisciplinarity, action research and integral theories to name a few. Yet futures researchers are barely visible as serious contributors in the journals and conference of these discourses.
From the other side of the picture more and more researchers are beginning to address the need for long-term futures thinking and foresight-yet often without the depth of understanding of the field that is the fruit of decades of futures thinking, practice and research. This paper attempts to open futures thinking out in all possible dimensions to embrace the new thinking and knowledge patterns that are emerging across the breadth and depth of the global knowledge terrain. It is a call to move beyond the "silo of futurism" by being cognizant of the megatrends of the mind identified here. Futures studies as a field can be furthered by futurists taking part in deep dialogue with other researchers who are enacting and theorising the emerging futures of thinking. This will help to ensure that the futures of futures thinking will move beyond the mindsets of the past.
